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Innovative 
energy solutions

P O W E R  E N G I N E E R I N G  •  A S S E T  M A N A G E M E N T  •  C O N T R O L  S Y S T E M S



Energy saving technologies and environmentally friendly 
energy production are key power issues around the 
world. At 42techonolgy, we have embraced this challenge 
as an opportunity to grow our company by offering 
complete solutions for power generation, distribution  
and automation. 

Our reputation is firmly built on being a reliable and 
trusted partner by meeting customer requirements. 
We supply cogeneration plants, control systems, 
low and medium voltage distribution panels, 
protection devices, SCADA systems and products  
for remote plant monitoring (IoT). Our 
services range from planning, installation and 
commissioning to service and maintenance.

This brochure introduces some of the projects 
we have realized to give you an insight into our 
product range. We are continuously exploring new 
possibilities to meet your individual requirements 
and expand the range of our technical solutions.

Walter Lanz, Stephan Koch
Managing Partners.
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42technology delivers complete solutions 
for independent power generation and 
distribution including SCADA and  
remote monitoring systems
• Control systems for generating sets and power plants
• Cogeneration plants designed and installed on a turnkey basis
• Medium-voltage switchgear and protection relays
• Control systems and automation (SCADA)
• Asset management, IoT, monitoring, diagnostics and analytics
• Power storage and hybrid systems

About us
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Cooperation with 42technology means trusting in established quality systems, contemporary safety 
standards, fast and reliable support and onsite interventions around the clock!
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Control systems for power generation
42technology’s control systems cover simple 
standby power supply systems up to complex 
hybrid systems. The control concept is based on 
our standard solutions or is adapted individually 
to the specifications of our customers. 

The control panels from 42technology range from wall  
or genset mounting through to full floor standing multiple 
parallel generator set systems incorporating automatic break 
transfer with mains paralleling, larger distribution switchgear 
(low- and medium voltage) and cogeneration plants with 
SCADA automation.
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Our control solutions feature:
•    Integrated controllers for prime power, cogeneration 

and hybrid applications

•    Simple configuration and parameter setting – PLC for 
complex applications

•    Approvals for country-specific standards in mains 
parallel operation (VDE, BDEW, G59...)

•   Power management, PF control, import/export, peak 
lopping CAN interface for engine management systems

•  Quality components used throughout

•   SCADA and remote control software packages for  
complex applications

Case Study: Sincrotrone Trieste (Italy)

Elettra Laboratory is an international multi-disciplinary 
laboratory operated by Sincrotrone Trieste S.C.p.A specializing  
in synchrotron radiation and its application in the science  
of matter.

A third party supplied tri-generation system provides electricity, 
heat and cooling to the building and in combination with 
a power conditioning device also provides critical back-up 
in case of loss of mains power. The electrical control system 
for the plant has been engineered, supplied, integrated and 
commissioned by our team of qualified engineers to the 
complete satisfaction of the customer.

From simple network parallel systems to complex hybrid applications
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System conversions and upgrades
42technology power system conversions 
are an efficient and cost-effective solution 
to replace older existing installations. 
The process involves upgrading with 
the latest modular control technology 
to deliver new capability and improved 
performance.

The scope of any conversion project is 
determined by the age and make of the 
equipment, but can be transformed with 
the addition of new modular control 
technology to bring seamless parallel 
and no break operation as well as remote 
monitoring and protection systems that 
meet all current legislation. 

Benefits of generator control conversions:

•  Cost effective alternative to replacing 
the whole system – bulk of the existing 
hardware is retained

•  Conversions incorporate  
state-of-the-art technology

•  Improved serviceability and future 
availability of parts

•  Flexibility of use – make better use  
of what you already have

• Reduce business interruption
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Upgrade to the 
latest control 

technology

Case study: UBS Bank (Switzerland)

In conjunction with a major building infrastructure 
overhaul the existing standby and supervision system 
has been converted to the latest standards providing 
simple to use operation and greater flexibility – 
particularly important as the generator engines, 
distributions and transformers were located several 
100m apart from each other.

The system after conversion consists of new automatic 
and manual transformer breaker control, automatic 
standby plant with load management, web based 
SCADA system for plant visualisation and complete 
integration into the existing building management 
system. On the successful completion of this project 
we have been subsequently commissioned to supply 
additional stand-by systems of higher complexity.
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Compact Generation
Our small sized CHP modules utilize the ecological 
and economic advantages of cogeneration systems in 
applications where a considerable amount of heat is 
required (e.g. heating and warm water) and/or where  
bio- and sewage gas can be used to produce  
electrical energy.

Whilst bio- or sewage gas installations may get state support 
for exported electricity in to the grid, natural gas fuelled 
CHP’s can be used to cover home consumption and being 
less dependent from utilities. Applying the ideal concepts,  
a payback time of around 4-6 years is possible.

•  Operates with any type of gas – natural, bio- and sewage 
gas. Highest efficiency provided by a fully electronic engine.

•  Remote monitoring allows effective management over 
the internet. Data interface allows integration into plant 
control systems.

•  Widely used in residential buildings, hotels, care homes, 
swimming pools, hospitals, companies, waste water 
treatment plants, biogas plants.

•  Emergency power, LPG and heating control options allow  
a wide application range.

•  Easy maintenance and low operating costs justify 
investments.
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The utilization of sewage and biogas provides a substantial 
contribution to reducing the need for purchased electricity and 
heat, thus reducing a company’s operating costs.

The smartblock CHP unit supplied and installed by 42technology 
has a power output of 33 kW electric and 73 kW thermal. It 
recycles the fermenter’s biogas produced from production waste. 
As the gases are contaminated, a gas purification system was 
installed to remove sulphur, moisture and other pollutants from 
the biogas.

The CHP unit covers part of the electrical power and thermal 
process energy required and therefore contributes to the sensible 
utilisation of renewable resources whilst cutting operating costs. 

Combined heat and power 
allow a short return  

on investment

Case study: Zweifel Chips (Switzerland)
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Optimize your own energy consumption 
with an innovative power storage system

The storage of electrical energy offers new 
possibilities for the optimized use of energy 
from solar systems, wind, combined heat and 
power plants.

Your advantages:

• Storage of excess energy

• Optimized control of home consumption

• Integrated emergency power function

• Grid stabilisation, peak load coverage

• Independence from energy suppliers

Reliable storage technology:

•  Innovative lithium iron phosphate battery 
technology

• Supports more than 6,000 charging cycles

• High power output and energy density

• Good performance at high and low temperatures

• Good environmental compatibility

•  Safe operation without gas formation 
(oxyhydrogen gas)

1,000 charging cycles are already good 
value for batteries of an electric vehicle 
(Tesla Model S). This is clearly surpassed 
by our innovative lithium iron phosphate 
cells with deep discharge down to 5% 
and charging times of one hour. The iron 
phosphate battery has been developed for 
cars, buses and forklifts. The technology is 
safe, stable, environmentally friendly and 
guarantees a long service life.



Store your  
excess energy to  

become more  
independent

Our energy storage systems capture excess solar energy to 
deliver electricity when it is needed most – if the electricity fails, 
if electricity prices rise or if the sun does not shine. This makes 
it possible to supply companies and residential areas with safe, 
reliable and renewable electricity.

Electricity storage is not only interesting for solar systems, but 
also for other energy producers such as combined heat and 
power plants or wind turbines.

Why use energy storage systems (ESS)?
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The internet of things (IoT) 
brings effective and  
versatile control

GreenGuard IoT Asset-Management
The GreenGuard IoT platform (Internet of Things) is a 
versatile asset management and data acquisition system 
for industrial applications such as CHP units, gensets, 
pumps, compressors, construction equipment, ferries  
and diesel locomotives. 

The GreenGuard asset management system offers a  
wide-range of monitoring, supervision and management 
functions that are essential for the effective and reliable 
operation of your fleet.

With GreenGuard you can reduce your costs associated 
with sending technicians to remote sites to check the 
status of infrastructure and equipment.

GreenGuard for mobile and stationary applications:

• Remote monitoring and control

• Service planning

• Fuel management and savings

•  Powerful reports and 
service forecasts

• Asset tracking

• Maintenance logbook



The city of Brisbane’s local utility uses GreenGuard for energy 
management and peak lopping (STOR). GreenGuard controls a 
virtual power plant of diesel generators and emergency power 
systems that support the network at critical points.

Key Features:

• Virtual power plant spread over the city

• Spot price feed from AEMO stock exchange

• Automatic genset start on spot price level rules

• Retailer start function

• NextG/4G wireless communication

• 7/24/365 operation

• Supervision of mobile generator fleet

Case study: Virtual Power Plant (Australia)

Key benefits of using GreenGuard

• Maintenance forecast lowers service costs

• Condition monitoring for greater uptime

• Fuel consumption monitoring and control

•  Meaningful reports and service forecasting  
with analytics

• Fast onsite intervention 

In remote areas the available wireless network coverage is 
often limited or non existent. Up to now the airtime cost 
for a satellite solution seemed too expensive. With today’s 
technology this has changed. Our powerful GreenGuard 
satellite terminals can be installed anywhere where you 
need remote control and monitoring.

• Worldwide network coverage

• Affordable airtime cost

• Reliable and safe data transmission with no weather impact

• Suitable for mobile and stationary applications
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Protection IED Arc protection Metering 
(Smart Grid)

Engineering for power stations
We design power station control equipment including 
low voltage control panels, medium voltage switchgear, 
motor control centres, SCADA systems and communication 
interfaces to building management systems. One stop 
shopping for our clients – a benefit for all!



The integrated solution 
for power stations

Al Ba’itha is the site of the Ma’aden bauxite mine for aluminium  
facilities. For the site power supply we provided the electrical concept  
for the 15MVA plant including supply of low voltage genset control 
panels, medium voltage switchgear including protection units and  
a data link to the supervisory system.

Scope of supply:

• LV and MV electrical project engineering

• Supply of 15 LV panels and 24 MV panels

• Interface to Honeywell plant management system

• Local SCADA programming, hydraulic and electrical

• Programming and setting up of MV protections

• Carrying out engine load and acceptance test

• Carrying out MV factory acceptance tests

• Writing plant control and protection software

• Writing a full set of electrical plant documentation

• Commissioning with customer and sub-suppliers

Case study: Al Ba’itha Mine (Saudi Arabia)
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42technology – wherever you need 
systems engineered to your needs...

Innovative energy solutions

42technology is a specialist in the field of decentralized energy production and environmentally friendly 
energy technologies serving customers in wide range of markets around the world. Asset management and 
SCADA systems complete our innovative scope of supply. Established in Switzerland in 2004, 42technology 
is a leading supplier of cogeneration control systems and high-tech industrial asset management.

A deep collaboration with our European partners  
and a production to the latest international  
standards combined with commissioning  
and after sales service ensure  
the global approach to  
our customers.

Bützbergstrasse 2c
4912 Aarwangen – Switzerland
T: +41-(0)62 923 79 93
F: +41-(0)62 923 79 83
E: info@42technology.ch
W: www.42technology.ch

PARTNER

Features and specification are subject to change without prior notice


